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Abstract

Research in multiagent systems �MAS�� or Distributed AI� dates back to late ���s�
Initial work in the area focused on distributed interpretation of sensor data� organiza�
tional structuring� and generic negotiation protocols� But several recent developments
have helped reshape the focus of the �eld� Like the rest of AI� the �eld has matured
from being largely exploratory in nature to focusing on formal theories of negotiation�
distributed reasoning� multiagent learning� and communication languages� The �eld is
also maturing to the point of developing its �rst few �elded applications� The recent
widespread interest in the internet� the world�wide�web� and intelligent agent appli�
cations have further fueled the need for techniques and mechanisms by which agents
representing users can e	ectively interact with other agents in open� dynamic envi�
ronments� The development of several new international workshops and conferences
have helped focus research in the area� The �eld is poised at a critical juncture with
stimulating problems and challenges promising some very exciting developments in the
next few years�

Keywords� multiagent systems� Distributed AI� coordination� cooperation� negotiation�
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Research in the area of Distributed Arti�cial Intelligence �DAI� has focused on devel�

oping computational mechanisms by which multiple intelligent and autonomous agents can

e�ectively coordinate� The �eld is nearing the end of its second decade of existence� As to

be expected� this sub�area of AI have matured over time� Recently� new in�uences and de�

velopments in related areas are helping reshape and vitalize the �eld� To re�ect the focus of

interest of the active researchers� the �eld has now adopted the name of Multiagent Systems

�in the past this name was used to refer to a sub�area in the �eld�� This development was

followed closely by the development of a new international conference in the area �	� 
��
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Figure 	� An agent architecture �shaded modules represent components particular to agents

in a MAS��

This short overview article is meant to give the reader a feel for core research issues in

the �eld� The interested reader should also look up other more extensive� though somewhat

outdated� reviews of the �eld �� �� ��� Related reviews on intelligent�software agent literature

contain more recent references to MAS work ��� ��

In Figure 	 I present an architecture of an intelligent agent situated in a multiagent

environment� I have highlighted parts of the architecture which are unique to agents in a

multiagent world� For example� such agents may need to communicate with other agents

and hence should be able to generate and understand some communication language� Also�

an agent in a multiagent world will bene�t from building explicit models of other agents and

reasoning about them separately from other aspects of the environment� For example� it is

often useful to model the beliefs and desires of other agents to predict their future behavior�

The coordination module encapsulates knowledge required to coordinate with other agents�

This may include mechanisms for forming shared commitments� protocols for interaction�






reasoning with social laws� etc� Other components of this architecture� e�g�� the planner and

learning module must also be designed to reason explicitly about other agents� These and

other considerations make multiagent research issues unique and at times complimentary to

single agent �or software agent� research issues ����

As the �eld has matured� some of the old issues have been rephrased and studied in new

context� and new issues and problems have cropped up� In particular� the approaches and

methodologies being currently used by active researchers have undergone notable changes

from the early days of the �eld� After summarizing the research directions and achievements

of the �eld to date� I will emphasize those research issues and approaches that are likely

to be actively investigated by MAS researchers in the next few years� Without a doubt�

this focusing of topics will be biased by my own research experience and preferences� I still

believe that the reader will be able to glean the signi�cant challenges facing the �eld at this

point in its short history�

MAS research can be broadly classi�ed into the following classes based on the relation�

ships between the agents�

Cooperative agent systems� A group of cooperative agents jointly work on achieving a

common goal� The key research issues in these systems are

� how do agents decompose the goal into subgoals that can then be assigned to

individual agents based on their capabilities and access to resources�

� how to develop agent organizations �authority relationships� and problem solving

protocols �information �ow� that enable agents to share results and knowledge in

a timely� e�ective manner

� how do agents maintain coherence and problem solving focus when locally avail�

able information can be incorrect� inconsistent� outdated� etc�

Non�cooperative agent systems� A group of self�interested agents interact in a shared

environment� Such domains include both systems were agents are adversarial to each

other �e�g�� bargaining parties� game players� as well as domains where agents are

indi�erent to each other �e�g�� drivers sharing a highway are neither cooperative nor
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Figure 
� Synergies of multiagent system research with the rest of AI and other related �elds�

adversarial� they interact because they share a common resource�� In the latter case

the key research problems are designing social laws� conventions� and protocols by

which each agent can achieve its own goal without signi�cantly a�ecting the chances

of others achieving their goals� Research involving adversarial agents concentrates on

issues like modeling the knowledge and behavioral strategies of opponents� learning

to exploit opponent weaknesses� and developing interaction rules by which agents can

arrive at equilibrium con�gurations�

From the description above it should be clear that in order to succeed� any signi�cant

multiagent research endeavor has not only got to borrow from the past work in traditional

single agent AI� but should utilize relevant techniques and results from more traditional

�elds like economics� sociology� management sciences� etc� Figure 
 depicts the supportive

relationship multiagent system research utilizes from all of these related �elds� To illustrate

the mutual enrichment of multiagent research and other related disciplines I will use two

illustrative synergies�
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Figure � A chronological view of MAS research�

� Well�studied economic principles like market mechanisms� game theoretic concepts of

equilibrium� etc� have been used to design agent interaction strategies in a number

of domains� Whereas game theory researchers typically assume unbounded computing

resources� multiagent systems researchers have been contributing to the game theory

literature by developing negotiation schemes where agents have only limited computing

power �bounded rationality��

� Within AI� MAS provides a new application domain for machine learning techniques�

At the same time particular requirements for MASs violate typical assumptions under�

lying most machine learning techniques �e�g�� environments can no longer be assumed

to be stationary when multiple agents learn concurrently� and provides new learning

modalities� e�g�� use of communication� that can lead to signi�cant contributions to the

machine learning literature�

Some of the often cited reasons for building and using a MAS are the following�
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	� Some problem domains are inherently distributed in nature� e�g�� distributed sensor

interpretation� coordination of self�interested agents� etc� Also agents that coordinate

with other arti�cial agents and associated humans open the doors for a whole new

genre of computer applications�


� Agents in a MAS are often designed based on functionality� such systems are modular

by design and hence can be easier to develop and maintain�

� MASs with adaptive capabilities can be robust than centralized systems�

�� MASs provide a very useful framework within which social aspects of intelligent behav�

ior can be modeled� analyzed� and evaluated under a wide variety of domain� behavior�

and knowledge assumptions�

In Figure  I present an approximate timeline of the major milestones in the �eld of

MAS research� I have grouped the principal research events into one of several groups�

The boundaries of the groups are not crisp� But the di�erent time periods represent when

di�erent research issues came to the fore in the MAS community� In the following sections�

I will discuss these time periods in more detail�

Prehistory

The roots of MAS research can be traced back to early AI systems including blackboard sys�

tems ���� connectionism� production systems �	��� Minsky�s Society of Mind concept �		�� and

related work� Distribution and parallelism of computation are the themes common to these

models of problem solving� Though such systems were frequently run on serial machines�

they all embodied the potent concept of independent computational entities asynchronously

working on shared problems and data� The granularity of the computational entities� how�

ever� varied widely from nodes in connectionist networks to rules in production systems to

knowledge sources in blackboard systems�
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The early years

The �rst MAS systems can be considered descendants of the above�mentioned programming

paradigms� Prominent early work in MAS include the following�

Distributed Vehicle Monitoring Testbed �DVMT�� Victor Lesser together with his

colleagues and students developed the DVMT framework at the University of Mas�

sachusetts� Amherst� and used it for a sustained study of interpretation of distributed

sensor data by a group of cooperative� autonomous problem solvers �	
� 	� 	��� Each

problem solver used a blackboard architecture and had to coordinate with other prob�

lem solvers to develop a globally consistent picture of vehicular tra�c movement given

only local sensor information� The major MAS issues investigated using this testbed

were agent organizations� sharing of partial plans� e�ects of incomplete and inconsistent

global knowledge on local problem solving� etc�

The Actors framework� Carl Hewitt and co�workers developed a model of computation

based on a multitude of message passing actors� where control is distributed and com�

putation is �ne�grained� and inherently parallel in nature �	�� 	��� Hewitt proposed

the actors framework as a model of problem solving that parallels the interaction of

a scienti�c community of experts �	��� and also allows agents to work in open systems

where the agent group composition and the environment changes over time and agents

have to cope with mutually inconsistent knowledge �	�� 	���

The Contract Net Protocol� Perhaps no single MAS technique has been as widely used

as the Contract�Net problem solving protocol developed by Reid Smith and colleagues �
��


	�� The contract net is a high level protocol designed to solve the connection problem�

It allows agents with problems to be solved and agents who can solve those problems to

�nd each other and arrive at mutually acceptable contracts� Though the contract net

speci�es the roles of the communicating parties and the nature� direction� and sequence

of information �ow between them� it provides almost no constraints on how contracts

are developed� when to bid for a contract� how to negotiate� etc� Interestingly� this

open�ended nature of the contract net has also been its selling point� allowing it to be
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�exibly adapted in a number of di�erent application domains �

� 
� 
�� 
��� This also

permits continued interest in developing auxiliary techniques to better use the contract

net �
� 
���

Other early work of signi�cance include work on designing and evaluating agent or�

ganizations �
�� 
��� speech act theory �
��� limits of common knowledge in a distributed

environment ���� and distributed air tra�c control �	��

The last decade

The second generation of in�uential MAS researchers took center�stage during the �rst part

of the last decade� Some of them were students of the prominent researchers who set the

ball rolling in the �rst place� e�g�� Ed Durfee was a student of Victor Lesser� Two prominent

researchers of this decade� Les Gasser and Mike Huhns� deserve special credit for their

contribution not only as active researchers but also as tireless champions for promoting the

cause of the �eld� Between themselves they edited the three most prominent collections of

papers in the �eld �
� � ��� Huhns has also maintained an e�mail digest for discussing MAS

issues �send mail to DAI�List�Request�ece�sc�edu to sign up� which has been an invaluable

source of discussion and dissemination of current MAS related information�

The last decade had started with two �hot� areas of investigation within the DAI com�

munity� The �rst of this was multiagent planning� A variety of researchers brought a diverse

set of backgrounds� experience� and expertise to attack the problem of agents planning to

achieve their goals together with or in the presence of other agents� Some of the notable

approaches developed include a centralized planner planning for all agents ���� a single agent

resolving con�icts between single�agent plans developed individually ���� and agents sharing

partial plans to arrive at globally coherent plans over time ��� ���

The other area to receive increasing attention was the use of game theoretic techniques to

coordinate autonomous agents� Most of this work assumed that each agent is rational in the

sense that it chooses actions to maximize its own utility ��� ��� �in contrast to cooperating

agents� whose only motivation is to coordinate with other agents in the group to achieve a

common goal��
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Other work of signi�cance during this period include Katia Sycara�s work on using case

based reasoning to allow bargaining parties to arrive at a compromise deal ��	�� and Hu�

bermann and colleagues work on analyzing the dynamics of interactions between a large

number of interacting agents following simple behavioral rules ��
� ��� In addition� two

DAI testbeds developed during this period gave researchers a common platform to evaluate

new coordination schemes and was also used as pedagogical tools in courses on DAI o�ered

around the world ���� ����

The research issues that came to the forefront over the last �ve years are more diverse�

Distributed Search� Coordination can be seen as a search for mutually compatible action

sequences by agents searching over their local problem solving spaces ����� Interesting

applications of this approach was demonstrated in distributed scheduling ���� ��� and

distributed constraint satisfaction �����

The economics of negotiation� Rosenschein and his students ���� �	� �
� �� as well as a

number of other researchers ���� ��� produced a sustained volume of work on adapting

game theory� voting theory� and other mechanisms from economics to address MAS

problems� The goal of most of this work is to eliminate strategic thinking or manip�

ulation by individual agents� and developing mechanisms by which even competitive

agents can arrive at a compromise solution �equilibrium�� The focus on deliberating

under bounded computational resources distinguishes this body of work from standard

economics literature�

Social reasoning� I am grouping a number of loosely related research ideas under the

theme of social reasoning� All of these work deal with improving problem solving in

the context of a group of agents� The following list is a sampling of this body of work�

� the design of conventions ����� social laws ����� or domain�independent rules for

good teamwork �����

� identi�cation and resolution of social dilemmas where greedy strategies used by

everyone would lead to worse results for all �����
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� mechanisms for arriving at� monitoring� ful�lling� and retracting commitments to

oneself or to others ���� ��� �	� �
��

� how agents form shared intentions ��� ��� or collaborative plans ����� one of the

most in�uential agent architectures to be developed� the Belief�Desire�Intention

or BDI architecture ����� has had similar motivations�

� decision procedures by which agents can decide who they should cooperate with ����

or how to form coalitions ���� ��� ��� ����

Multiagent Learning� Over the last couple of years there has been an increasing real�

ization that coordination strategies designed o�ine are too rigid and in�exible for

dynamic� open environments� As such� there is a need for agents to adapt their behav�

iors online based on interactions with other agents and feedback from the environment�

Learning� adaptation� and evolutionary mechanisms are being used to allow agents to

adapt to changing demands of dynamic environments ��	� �
� �� ��� ��� ����

Fielded Applications� The �eld also produced the �rst few �elded applications ���� ��� ���

during this period� Two applications in particular deserve special mention� The �rst

of these is the ARCHON project� which provides an architecture for integrating preex�

isting �legacy systems�� and was used to implement a large scale �elded application for

electricity transport management in Europe� The second of this is the Carnot project

developed at MCC� which uses distributed� knowledge�based communicating agents

that cooperate with each other to allow associated users to e�ciently and transpar�

ently navigate enterprise�wide heterogeneous information ����� The prototype system is

available for a number of Unix platforms� and is �elded by companies and organizations

like Ameritech� Boeing� Department of Defense� Eastman Kodak� etc�

Other notable events of recent times are the development of a high�level agent communica�

tion language based on speech acts ��	� and attempts to develop agent technology standards

by the Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents �FIPA� which has representation from both

the academia and industry� The �rst version of such a speci�cation� FIPA�� ver�	��� is avail�

able on the WWW �http���drogo�cselt�stet�it�fipa�spec�fipa���htm� with speci��

cations for agent management� agent to agent communication� agent�software integration�
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personal travel assistance� personal assistant� audio�visual entertainment and broadcasting�

and network management and provisioning� The maturity of the multiagent systems �eld

is also re�ected in the publication of a textbook ��
�� while another one is currently being

compiled by Gerhard Wei��

A look ahead

Like most of AI� MAS research have shifted focus from building grand uni�ed theories to

developing specialized techniques to address requirements for well�de�ned problem classes�

I believe this trend will continue over the next few years primarily due to the need for de�

veloping �elded applications� To be successful� MAS technology should complement other

well�understood technology developed in computer science� For example� multiagent ar�

chitectures can be gainfully employed for integrating multiple� stand�alone legacy systems�

Another area that is likely to receive increasing attention is the use of multiagent archi�

tectures for information retrieval or for developing digitized information repositories� The

�rst genre of these systems are already being tested in university laboratories ���� Other

viable and highly probable application areas for MAS include� electronic commerce over the

internet� long distance medical care� electronic help desk platforms� agents for managing�

integrating and disseminating information in organization wide information sources�

I believe the following research issues and questions will need to be better addressed in

the next few years to meet the challenges facing this �eld�

Agent architectures� More comprehensive agent architectures need to be developed to

integrate pre�compiled knowledge� sensor information� negotiation models� planning

capabilities� learning mechanisms� and communication modules� A series of work�

shops titled Agent Theories� Architectures� and Languages �ATAL� is being used by

researchers to focus on this particular problem �����

User and agent modeling� To be e�ective as assistants to users� agents need to represent

not only hard constraints prescribed by users� but also should be able to represent and

reason with soft constraints in the form of preferences and biases of the associated user�

		



Often these cannot be immediately enumerated and the agent must be able to learn

more about the user by building and updating user models based on feedback� Also�

agents should be able to update such models as the user changes his or her preferences�

Agents in an MAS need to continually interact� communicate� and deliberate with

other agents in their environment� As such� agents also need to represent� utilize� and

elaborate models of other agents they interact with� The lack of a global context and

the sparsity of data makes the latter problem a particularly di�cult one�

Security considerations� To be trustworthy� agents must not reveal private information

about its user to unauthorized agents� But� its action may inadvertently reveal such

information �for example� an information gathering agent may be monitored to �nd

out the interests of its user�� Planning actions that will achieve goals but will not

expose sensitive information is a critical open problem�

Flexibility and reliability� In a cooperative group� or in a coalition of self�interested

agents� an agent will have some commitments to other agents� Ful�lling such com�

mitments makes the agent reliable to the group� But locally detected contingencies or

signi�cant opportunities can lead to re�planning which may result in unful�lled com�

mitments� The need for �exibility can then cause a lack of reliability� There is a

need for the development of a formal framework to address this responsiveness versus

predictability tradeo��

Continuous learning� To be e�ective in an open environment� static behaviors are in�

su�cient� Learning to work with new agents as the group composition changes is a

necessity� An intelligent agent must evolve over its lifetime� continuing to learn about

its environment and fellow agents from experience� There is a need for exploring new

modalities �e�g�� using communication� and new approaches �e�g�� pro�active versus

reactive learning� for multiagent learning�

	




Conclusion

MAS research is poised at an exciting horizon� Initial uncertainties and hurdles have been

overcome and the �rst fruits of labor has begun to materialize� The vista of the road ahead

appears promising but challenging� Opportunities abound given the development of internet

related technologies and the ubiquity of personal computers� There is a need for blending

of existing technology and application of theoretical frameworks from related �elds� Over

and above all� there is a need for a concerted e�ort to tie the research and application issues

with a clear identi�cation of immediate and long term impact potentials� Without doubt�

these are exciting times� as an active researcher in the �eld can look ahead with hope of

contributing something signi�cant to the information revolution�
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